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Geodesy and ArtÍficial Earth
Satellites

By KURT LAI '4BECK, B.Surv.,  D.Ph¡i . ,  Research scient ist .  smithsonian
Asrrophysical  Observatory, Cambridge, Mass.,  U.S.A.

.Add:'ess g¡ven to lnstìtution of surveyors, N.s.w. Division, f 3th octobcr, l9ó7

one of the fundamental aims of geodesy is the establishment of a
precise and consistenl refe¡ence system that embr¿ces the entire world.
Such a system would consist of two closely related parts; the seometric
elements which specify the relati 'e positions of an,v þoints in thi system,
and the dynamic elemenrs which everywhere define the direction and
rnagnitud-e of gravity. These two groups of elements may theoretically
be considercd as independent, but, in their derivation and application-,
the distinction is not as clear cut. For example. terrestrial tr iâirgulation
can, tþeoreticall¡ '  at least, be achieved rvithout any direct or ìmplied
reference to the direction of gravity if venical angles bètween the obseiving
stations are measured accurarely. But in pracrice this approach break!
down for obvious reasons and dynamic quantit ies musi be introduced
instead if the co-ordinate system is to be adequately established.

The purposes of a consistent world co-ordinate system are manifold:
both practical and scientific, though it is perhaps túe latter that offeri
greater excitemenr. Geophysical theories such as continental drift,
beal flows in the earth's interior, movements of the earth's axis of rotation
u'ithin the crusr and earth tides have too often in tbe past relied on verv
indirect evidence for their verification or reiection and ihese studieyv"'ouiä
benefit tremendously if the phenomena could be observed directly. But
this can only be done if a unified referencè sysfem exisrs.

- Space scientists require precise tracking of many of their satellites
anci space vehicles in order io correlate measurements made bv their
instruments with position in space. Satellite-borne cameras for synoptic
world weather studies, reconnaissance and, astronomical studies iequire,
for example, a precise knowledge of the positions and orientatioirs of
the space craft and this, in turn, demands a detailed knowledge of the
tracking station positions and of the earth's gravity field extended out-
lvards into soace.

Navigaiion can also be achieved wjth the aid of satellites-one
system is already in operation by the United States Navy-once the
forces acting on satellites become predictable and the locaiions of che
ground monitoring stations are accuralely known.

_ The,problem of obraining a wo¡ld wide co-ordinate system has
only recently appeared to be capable of solution. Existing triábgulation
or traverse schemes suffer from the handicap of being subject to irregu-
larities in the direction of the vertical at the obsenine slations. This
would be no problem if these directions could be accurãtely related, but
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the present inaccuracies of gravity and vertical angle measurements
make any such reìations of dubious practical value. Instead the
computations are usually carried out over ma¡hematical surfaces, whose
reiation with the physical surface is not alwa¡'s accurately defined.

The curvature of the earth also limits the lengths of the sides of
lrianguìations and traverses, resulting in unfavourable error propagation
u:hen very large areas are considered. The relative positions of nearby
points w'ill, as a rule, still be accurately defined but the relative positions
of distant points become uncertain. But often these are just the points
in which the earth and space scientist is most interested. Oi importance
to him are the'poSltions of points separated by very iarge distances.

Then there is the problem of bridging oceans so that the various
land masses and isÌands can be connected into a uniform system.
Obviousl-"- conventional geodetic measurements cannot be used here
and systems such as Hiran and flare triangulation can only be use<i to
a limited extent u'hen the areas to be bridged are separated by hundreds
rather than thousands of kilorneters.

Ast¡onomical observations, coupled u'ith gravity' measurements,
have been suggested as a method of esrablishing a world reference net
but. while such a system is in mosf cases adequate for rnappin*s purposes,
it is insuffìciently precise for many geophysical investigations.

These remarks are of course not meant to infer that the existing and
established methods of geodesy are of little value. Quite the contrar-v,
only thel' do not offer the means of accompiishing the desired world
net.

Anificial earth saleilites have not offered a new approach to solving
the basic problem of geodesy but they have provided new tooìs, with
u'hich a plecise world-reference system may be established. This is a
somewhai paradoxial situation; the advent of the- space age provided
an urgent impetus for est¿blishing a precise world reference systern,

3et this system can only be established using the vehicles of this new
7ra. The earth's onlv riatuial satell i te, the moon,has been-úsed in'the
past in attempts to determi4e the worid system but iis great- distance
irom the eaúh and its rélatively large size have ensured that oniy
approximate solutions have been possibie.

The considerable height of the satellite makes it possible for verl'
much greater distances-of the order of thousands of kilometres-to be
bridgeã now, and the motion of the space vehiclc along its orbit enabìes
largã areas of the earth's gravitational , field to be sampled within a

', relãtively short time interval. Tbere are therefore twg ways in which the
satellite-can be used in geodesy. It can be considered purely as an
elevated point in space and used io determine the relative station positions

, by a proõess of infersection and resection. Alternatively or concurre-ntly,
' 

it- can be used as a gravimeter; the perturbations in the orbit resulting
from gravity anomalìes are used to interpret the shapes of equipotential
surfaces in space.

The two satellite Dethods are essentially independent, yet comple-
rne¡tåry. One provides the geometric reference system and- -the other
providds the dyàamic system: Obviously the satellite should be used
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to determine positions ggly fgr poiEts separated by large distances and
they can be_ used to provide.only a generalized picturi of ihe equipotential
surfaces. Yet there are just the parameteis that the cå¡ventional
merhods cannot provide. . Satellite g_eodcsy therefore does ¡ot supplant
the rerrestrial methods; the two will woik in complete harmonyi the
former giving a precise framework that is consistent for the entire world
and the latter providing the detail between the satellire control points.

. ThÞ is the wa-v in which^it_is-envisaged rhat rhe saiellites will help
the geodesist and the results of the iast few years indicate that these aimï
are being achieved already.

Thus there are three- aspects of establishing the u,orld net, namely
the geometric and the dynamic satell i te soluti,ons. and the têrrestriál
solution. The first two provide the generalized shape of the earth
while the last provides tbe more detaíled data. which is l inl:ed with the
firsÍ two.

The geometric satell i te solurion has the characteristic that it is much
less dependenr than the other two methods on a multitude of inherenr
assumptions. It may therefore be considered as the basic framework
and the ideal solution wiÌl be one that f irst establishes the geomerric
frame. . The results would then be used in the dynamic soTution to
determine the station positions with respect to the earlh's cenrre of mass
and to determine the parameiers defining the gravity field. Only when
both rhese systems are established, should tl ie terreitrial data be l inted
up u,ith the functianal whole. Bur the urgenc),, with which the various
aspects of the different solutions are required, wil l often rule out such
a.n orderly. approach, at le¡st for the present. yet it should provide
the guide l ines for future developments.

At the.present stage of the growth of satellite geodesy, operational
åspects and research just cannot be kept isolated ãs sepãratè entiries.
on the contraryr they are very closeJy related. I-ittle is known at present
about the inherent accuraciÊs of the obse¡varional processei fused.
ünlike many tsrrestnal geodetic measurernents there aie seldom ready
made rules available which are based on experience and which can bé
used for assessing the reliabiiity of measurements. Neither has the
question of the necessary and desirable distributions of obsen'ations
been thoroughþ investigated. Even the nature of error propagation
plays a quite different role in satellite geodesy from thaf in most têrrèstrial
rÐeasurements, where a grealeÍ control over environment is feasible.
observations will be time dependent and systematic errors will tend
to dominate the random ones, yet often the-preseDce of the systematic
elTors can only be suspecled $rith the overall result that the cãlculus of
observations and the adjustment techniques may need a new approach.

The above comments have brieffy outlined the purposes, the methods
gnd^the-problems of satellite geodesy. Of necessity they have been
brief and, for.equally good reasons, tbey have not always 6een positive
but. they _do indicate the ideas behind satellite geodcsy and they do
indicate the possibilities of realizing a uniform üorrd glodetic system.
Moreover, what is imporLant is thai this unified world sysærrt' éan be
estabtished in a reiatively short time space, of the order oi a few years.
The next step is therefore to discuss ii more detail the actual meihods
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crnployed. Before this can be done however, some remarks must be
made about the observational proccdures, for no theory, howcver
sophisticated, is of practicål value if it is not eompatible with the
observational material available.

SATELL¡TE  OBSERVATIONS FOR GEODESY

Observed quantities which determine the satellite positions relative
to the tracking stations are directions, ranges, range rates 9r ?n-Y
combination of these quantities. For the geometric method the first
two types of obscrvations are of most value for the dynamic solution
all tyiés of measurements are important. ln addition to these position
obseÑations, the instant of observation is required to a high degree
of accuracy----of the order of a mille-second or less-since the satellite
wili move ielative to the obsen'er with velocities of up to about lokmisec.

Direction observations can be made in a variety of ways, using
either optical or electronic principles. The optica-l methods may be
either viiual, photo-visual or photoglaphic but it is only the last ofthese-
combined with precision pnotogrammetric or astrometric reduction
techniques-that þives accuiacies bf geodetic significance and .directions
that¡efer to a coásistent srellar framework rather than a lo'cal or sorne
intermediate reference system.

The instrumentatisn developed for photographic observations is

extremely varied. This incluties tracking- cameras such as the Baker-
Nunn and the Duai Rate camera of Markowitz, cameras driven at

sidereal rates such as th€ MOTS or stationary cameras such as the Wild

BC4 and the Hewitt camera. But in essence, they all furnish the same

information, a photographic record of tbe satellite trail chopped into

a number of short sõgni"ntt by a rotating shutter, a number of star

i-ãt;;; wtrich providã the refércnce points and the time records at

wniãn ti¡e satefite trails have been iniem¡pted. and_ at whj_ch the star

r*poiur"r have been made. With this infoimation the satellite position

*äy ¡" determined in the astronomical sysfem at a known time instant,

*ri"iy the declination and,right ascensión of the satellite at the instant

of observation.

The accuracy with which a single direction to a satellite can be

ìi.t.r-io.¿ it 
"r'Uurt 

of the order l; while more typical values wouid

be from 1.5' to 2.0" and it does not appear that any slgmncaDt lncrease

i" tÑ áccuracies are presently aitainabte. The chief sources of

uncertainty are errors introäuced py ttre time measurements, irregularities

U 
-Jt*ã-riftã¡1- 

ofrãCtion or shimmer, plate measuring errors and

uncertainiies in the reference star cataloguês used. The motion of the

ärdtiË;;Ëti"r to ¡he observer does n--ot p"t it a repetition of the

observation under îhe same circumstances and the only -means of

improving the accurac.v ofì ¿itection in space il by curve ftting and

intärpolaiion techniques. Thus, if a seqüence of satelhte Images are

ñ;idrd at sbort intervals, a polynomial can be frtted through these
positions and, by intirpolâtinË fór an arbitrary ltstant, a. ûctitious

i"i"uii, 
-pãiioU,' 

;hi¿ti nar ã¡Stter accuracy. tf?n.thg, individual
obsenatiäns 

"an 
be 

"o-put"¿. 
The-accr¡racy attáinable fo¡ lhe fictitious

rroiit¡ooi ir of the order 0.5' to 1.0' ; and the frrst value probably represents
ihc upper timit of attainable dircction accr¡racies'
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Ioterferometer techniques, using micro-ìvaves, provide a most
useful method of making direction õbservations if 

'a 
iaree number of

semi-precise obser'ations are. preferable to the fewer-m*ore lrecise-measurements that are oblaiuabie with optical tracking. A serious
shortcoming of these obsen'ations is their lñ accuracy, ò? thè-order of
several r¡inutes of arc, due _to ionospheric refractioi. consequently,
fhey are.of üttle imporiance for precisíon geodesy though in ãiiiuirneij
Ii musî De remembered that they provided most useful information in
tbe early days of sa¿elljte geodesy. 

-

^ Ranges to satellites can be measured using either micro_ç.,ave
frequencies or. optical .frequencies. The ratter, in"the form ãf puised
Ias_e,rs. ,ts parttcu¡arly lmporiant as it offers one of the most precise
methods of satellite tracking. The laser is used essentially as a ãdar;
the laser beam is directed towards a sateliite-u'hrch may or may nor
carry spe,cial retro-reflectors-and the echo is received 6y a detector
back on the earth's surface. Lasers have an advantage over äonventional
radar because very much r¡ore energy is containe-d in a single laser
pulse anci a more refined collimation of the beam is possi'nle-without
requiring the huge antennae. that are characte¡istic'of most radar
ranging methods. In addition, the accuracies attainable are much
greater for iaser ranging tharr for radar.

. As r¡,ell as using the laser pulses for ranging, another obvious use
rs to employ th€m as searchlights to illuminate sateliites when they are
in the earth's shadow. _ The gieater penetrating power of a laser makes
it a much more porrrerful toof for thii purpose Ihan conventional search-
lights. - The. object illuminated in this manDer could then be photo-
graphed against the star background and its direction in space determined.

The ideal solution would be to determine the directions and ranges
simultaneously Þy photographing the rnomentarily ilìuminated saieiüte
a-gainst the star background as well as measuring ihe time interval that
the pulse takes to travel from the transmitter to- the satellite and back
to the receiver. This has indeed been tried but the results are inconclusive
on account of the confficting demands that tbe two types of measurements
placed oo q. puise duration._ 'Precise 

range measúrèmerts require puise
cluratrons ol' about lû to 20 nano-seconds, while photo¡raþhini the
laser illuminated satellite requires pulse durations of ihe orãer'of f to 2
nilie-secouds.

- T¡e qqcumcy of a single laser range measuremerrt-scaled ,å *"
velocity of light-is presently of the ordei of I to 1.5 meters for sateliite
Iang.g! of 1,000 km or more. Accuracies of 20 to 30 cm are, however,
feasible with minor modiûcations of the present instrumentation. Thi;
is'co¡siderably hi.gþqr than the direcrion bbsen'ations and the only way
of efficiently combining direction and range measurements is to observe
the satellite optically over a short arc whicñ embraces the ranse measure-
gent and to. inærpolate for the posirion thar the satellite occüpied at the
instant in which the range is observed.

., of the sev"eral possibilities of ranging to satellites using microwaves
tüe most sultable appears_ to be a phase comparisoa system allied with
spec¡al trlnsponder carrying sarellitcs. objects in orbit carrying phase
transponders include the geodetic satellités ANNA a¡d óeõs an¿
the special SECOR satcllitea-the EGRS series.
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_ The phase comparison method is similar to that of the tellurometer,
$e r1pgtg -being canied in the satellite while rhe master is ground based
The. SECOR .syst€m.as used by the-Unired States Ärmy is essentialty a
method of trilateration in spacr; four ground stations measuring ìhe
ranges io the satellite "simultaneously".

T!-"e accuracy of a single micro-lvave range measurement is of the
order of 3 to 4 meters in the zenith and decreases with increasing zenith
distance according to a secant rule. The principal uncertainties are
due to ionospheric refraction and the calibration of the system.

But the sigrrificant distinction, however, between the laser and
. micro-wave methods of ranging is not so much the difference in tbeir
uncertainities as the nature of the errors contributing to tbe total amount.
For laser ranging all the important error sources tend to be random from
measurement to measurement while the micro-*'ave observations are
seriously subjected to systematic or model errors which may persist for
the entire satellite pass or for even longer periods. In this latter case,
the repetition of observ'ations only improves the consistency but it does
not increase the reliability of the observations.

.  HETHODS OF SATELL¡TE  GETDESY

(i) The spat¡al triangulation method

Photographing an illuminated object against the star background
defrnes the object's position uniquely in the stellar framework. Obsen'ing
the objeci simultaneously from two stations defines a plane in space.
Repeating the observation when the object is in a different position
defines a second plane, the intersection of which with the first plane
gives the directio¡ of the line joining the two stations in the same reference
system as the st¿r positions and if the relationship between this frame-
work and the terrestrial svstem-defined bv the oole and the Greenwich
meridian at a given epoih-is known, the diréction between the two
observ'ations is fixed with respect to the earth.

With a loi of care and a bit of good luck diréctional acðuracies of
0.5" or possibiy even 0.3" can be obtained for the vectors joining
participating stations.

, Ey observing to more objects and incorporating msre stations into
the scheme a network of trlangies connecting the observatories can be
establisheci. The orientation of the scheme is ûxed by the star catalogue
used but the scale and origin are arbitrary because ofthe inânite distance
to the stars, and they must be determined by other techniques.

The principle of spatial triangulation is by no means a new concept.
It was applied to shell and rocket trajectory measurements in the 1930's
by Hoppman and Lphman and again suggested by Vaisala in 1946 using
flares ejected from balloons. Consequently it has been used for ballistic
missile tracking in ¡he United States but it was the advent of artificial
satellites that gave a new impetus to use the m:thoC in geodesy. Principal
in tbe rccent progress of satellite triangulation are the Smitbsonian
Astrophysical "Observatory's Baker-Nunn tracking net, the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey's North Amcrica and world projects
and the Institut Geographiquc National's Franc¿-North Africa project.
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characteristic of.the.spatial_ triangulation method is its complete
independence ol the directioil of the veriical: all observation, ar" related
to a consiste.r astrono_mical system and free from tbe problems of
relating the directions of the vertical at the different stationls. 

- 
Fortt.r-

more, bccause lines of sight are well elevated, atmospheric refraction
(both verricål and lareral) plqys a lesser role thán in tenestilai !"ø"ry,thus avoiding the rather anifitial separarion into pianimetw ãnã heigúi
that is often necessary in terrestriäl geodesy. itt. ãittu'n..-Ltr""rn
adjacent srations is noui no.tonger limired*by intärvisibiiitt b;i i;;t;ntially
a function of the satellite heigit. Fewer ;.primary'; ;i..¡;rñ.; ;iange's
are therefore required to covðr any given aiea wìtíl the consËãuence that
lbere.is an importaat reduction in the propagarion of the väiaoces or
r.ne oDservatrons and parameters through the triangulation scheme.

seve¡al possibilities suggest themselves for scaling the triangulation.
(Jne rs lrorn terresÊrial geodetic measurements. This requirés some
knowledg,e of gravitl' along the base line in order to reduce ihe dirtatt"e
ta the reference-ellipsoid and hence to transiorm it into a chord length.
Another method is to range to the satellite. using either laser or miõro-
u'ave methods, at the same time as the símuitaneoui direction obsen'ations
are made. Laser measurements are particularly promising in this
context and some initiai considerations have shown that this is*the most
suitable'method for introducing scale into the triangulation, and that the
magnitude of the vector, joining stations-scaled ãgain to the velocity
of iig1,-t----can be determined to within t in 500,0õ0 or possibly even
l- in ?00,000. Yet another method is to use thé SECOII system, but
the. problem with this system is rhat the signals are subject to irregularities
in ionospheric refraction and tirat the inslrumentatioi suffers frõm some
serious uncertainit ies.

The translation of the orjented and scaied system can be fixed by
adopting some arbitrary datum but it wouid be-preferable if it could
be centred at the earth's centre of mass. Dynainic satelite methods
make such a geocentric system possible.

( i i )  The dynamic sols t ion

If the eanh were a homogeneous sphere, orbiting satellites would
obey Keplerian motion and thJ satellite inotion could ie defined by six
constants which defrne the size, shape and orientation of the trajeètory
in.space. Once these constants aie known the satellite posiiion ii
uniq_uely specified at an¡r insrant by simple equations óf celestial
m¡chanics.

- Obviously.the earth is not so obliging as to be able to be approximated
by a mass poini, but this illusion éan Ue ret¿ined a littlé'longer for
illlustrative purposes. Denote the station position relative to thelarth's
centre of mass by the vector R, the satellite position relative to the
centre of mass by the vector T and the topoc€ntric position vector of the
satellite by J. Then these three vectors are related by the simple vector
equatton-

R + ; : 1 .
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If the station position is known and directions to the sateliite are observed
the above expression represents three equations in four unknowns; the
magnitude of the vector I and the thrce components oí î. But these
three position components are related to the olbitat elements bv simole
transformation formulae so that three sets of direction observatións
suffice to derermi¡e the six constants and the three distances to the
obsen ed sateilite positions.

Consider no\ry that the same object is observed from a statíon whose
position is u¡knou,n. For the instant of observation the sateilite's
geocentric position vector can be computed from the orbital elements and
each set of observations produces a set of equations, like the above-
from which the station position can be determined if at ]east t$'o seis
of direction observations are made. ln practice neither the station
positions nor the sateliite's orbitai elements are known initially and an
iterative solution is requíred. From approximate station positions
approximate orbital elernents are computed which are in turn used to
improve the values for the station positions and the cvcle is rËpeated
u¡iíl a satisfactory convergenc€ has been reached.

But the above description of the dynamic method is a very gross
simplification of reality. The irregular mass distribution of the real
ea{h and other-both gravitational and non-grar,itatio¡al-forces
ensure that the Keplerian motion is a most inadequate approximation.
The effecr of the perturbing forces is such that the orbital constants are
no longer constant but that the orbit's shape, size and orientation urdergo
perturbaticns, some of which may be of a secular naiure and others
periodic. Theoreticai expressions for these perturbations can be derived
by expanding the earth's potential into a series of zonaì and tesseral
harmonics and.substituting these expansions, for example, into the
Lagrangian equations of planetary motion. By obserling the actual
motion, filtering out Éhe effects of the other perturbing forces, and
comparing witb the theoretical expressions it becomes possible to û¡d
a solution for a number of the harmonics and consequently the shapes
of the equipotential surfacqs. .In a'complete solution, theiefore. para-

'¡oeters to be soived for include the orbital elements of the sateilite arcs
observed, the coefficients defining the potential field, the station pcsitions
and any others necessary to define the other perturbing forces such as
air drag and solar radiation. This becomes an immense task requiring

, thousands of observations of different satellites taken from numerous
ståEions distributed around the globe over periods of several years.

Some Results
One of the most recent and reliable dynamic solutions bas been

determined by the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory from tbousands
of Baker-Nunn observations mede over a period of about sev€n years.
The soiution'includes the effects of the zonal harmonics up to degree 14
and the tesseral harmonics up to degree and order L The statiorr
¡rcsitions have also been determined to an accuracy, relative to the c, entre
of mass, of about l0 to t5 meters. This particular solution is called the
t9ó6 Smithsonian lnstitution Standard Earth. From this geoid the
parameters for a best ûtting ellipsoid can be deduced. They are-

a : 6 378 ló5 m,
llf : 298.25
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aDd on this reference ellipsoid the value for the gravity at the equator is
B. : 978.030ó gal.

which cor¡esponds to the adopted value of GM
GM : 0.7537172 x lff Mms day-s rçve.

To this ellipsoid the existing geodetic datums can be connected.
For^exarnp.le, the Austraiian Datum (Johnston origin) connected to the
sAo standard Earth gives the results indicared in-figures I to 3. The
tilt of the Australian Datum with respect to the Standard Earth is
commensurate with the geoidal slope across the Australian continent.

some initiaì calculafions for an Australasian satellite trianzuiation
scheme have been carried out by the writer. The scale is intioduced
from simultaneoì¡s direction and laser range measurements. one of the
ourcomes of this study is thar with the sátellires presently in orbit. the
tirne reguired to determine the distance between two sfatio;s is l-ery much
longer than the direction determination, by a factor of abouf th¡ee or even
four. Thus while it is desirable, from a þropagation of variances view-
point, to introduce as many scale determinatioñs as possible, this is not
a practicai approach. lf only one scale is determined-then the maxirrrum
overall accuracy attainable is of the ord¿r 2 in 1,000,000 for stations
separated b5' distances of up to 4.000 km. The introduction of two
addition'al scales gives an overall accuracy of the order 1.5 in 1,000,000
and this is probabl.v the most economical solution. If three cameras
such as tbe SAO K.50 v'ere available and used in coniunction with the
Baker-Nunn camera at Woomera, the total observing time for the
directions will be of the order of three years and if two hsérs are available
a further three years are required to scale the net. These time inten'als
are based on the suitable satellites presentlv in orbit and thev will be
considerably reduced in tbe future *ñen moie objects are in orúit. The
results however suffice ro show that satellite t¡iansulation is feesible
and that r! will give highly accurate results in a rðlatively short time
inten'ai. The details of the study have been presented elseu'bere.
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BÛOKS, FAI'IPIILETS AffD ff}RÍ'fs OT SALE

AT THE lEÉ5TITüT!ûN OFflCE (r{.S.W. E}¡YESTOH}
65 York Street, Sydncy. Teiephone 29 {Éa6

The foilowing three groups eâch have sêparate banking accounts. lt would be apprecia-
ted ¡f orders are accompanied by separate remitt¡nces pa),able each to its respective
troup, to facili¡are book entrics and issue of r€ceipß.

6roup A - Pa),¿blÊ ro: l¡¡tìtution of Scrvèyor¡, N-S.rrf.
"Surv¿y  Compuqr ion¡ " ,  by  R.  B .  Horner  ¡ ' ! ,1 -S-N.2 . .  fo rmer ly  o f  Co lon i r l  Survcy

Scrvice, l ' laieya
"ñorc¡ on A¡rronomy", r scrica ol l2 lcc¡u¡e by J. K. Curdic, F.l.S.Au5r.
l ' lrpping Lccturc: (scricr ol 6) ..

Group I - Pa¡eblc to: In¡tiÉution of Surveyorr, N,S.W,, Foxrl! H¡ndbook

H¡nCbook L¡ ¡d  ¡nd  En¡ inocr ing  Survcyor r .  H .  G.  Fox¡ l l ,  F , l .S .Au¡ t .

Group C - Peyeblc to: Thc Au¡trelir¡ Su¡vcto¡

É¡.h
+

Por cr¡ r

SL50 2 I ccnßs.
sl.oo 13 ,,
$ t .50  ¡3  , ,

$.1.00 7t ,

s u p p !- E r{ E r¡ Ts i;ä:T:,':: j: "; ll'.." n¿ o,¿.,,,, ¡.
cañt¡

Au¡ t ra l i ¡n  Þrou8ht  Cyc lc ¡  .30
E¡romctric Levcltin¡ 30-Ê¡ ¡ imet ioD o fvo lumGr , .  - . ;  - -  lO
Lrvcll ing rnd Trcheomctry l l0
F l in in tSsrvc) r in t  . -  30
Phno T¡b lo  Surv¡y in Í  . .  , .  , .  f5
Pubiic Ro¡d¡ i¡ N.S.W. 30
Ro¡d ¡¡d R¿ilw¡y Loe¡io¡ 3û
Sccond Ordcr ¡nd I ' l¡nor Trirn¡uletion 30

C C ñ ! S

Sonc Arpccu of Titl¿ Bouxiary
L o c ¿ t ¡ o ñ ¡ n f . r . S . W .  . -  . .  - .  2 C

5æys for rlVetrr Con¡crqtien . . - 10
T i m c  . .  S
Topo¡nphiel Survcying 30
Tnn¡mi¡sion of Elsctrici¡y in N,5,W,

rnd l l¡thods ol Survcy tor Hith
Tcn¡ ion  Tr ¡n ¡mig¡ ion  L inc¡  . ,  . .  30

Bindor¡ - for I volumc (Ê iruo) "The Àu¡trdi¡n 9urvryor" - Now Stock¡ now
¡Y¡i¡¡blc

Éech Portr¡c

¡ 1 . æ  l 7  c e n r r
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f r ig.  2.  Drf lccf ions of  thc Varf icol  betwsan S.A.O.
Rc f c r cncc  Sys t cm ond  A .N .D .  -  Componcn f  i n  Me ¡ i d i an .

F¡g; 3. D.fl.cfion¡ of rfrr V¡¡tícol bctwo;r S.A.O.
Rcfcrcncc Systam ond A.N.D. - Componcnt in Prir¡¿'Vcrt icol.




